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Correlation among Hydraulic Parameters of Moving
Hydraulic Jump in Rectangular Open Channels
M.C.M. Nasvi, Z.A.M. Asmeer, F.M. Mowsoom and K.P.P. Pathirana
Abstract:
The moving hydraulic jump is a phenomenon, which is often observed in field
conditions. Since the parameters of moving hydraulic jump vary with time, analytical equations
cannot be used to derive relationships among hydraulic jump parameters. Experimental investigations
were carried out to study the relationships among hydraulic parameters of a moving hydraulic jump
in a rectangular flume. The flow parameters were recorded for the moving hydraulic jump produced
for different sluice gate opening sizes. Based on the recorded data, flows parameters such as specific
energy, flow rate and pressure force at downstream of the hydraulic jump were calculated. Also,
using momentum and energy equations time independent relationships were obtained. The
relationship among moving hydraulic jump parameters were obtained in non dimensional form. The
correlations between stationary and moving hydraulic jump parameters such as specific energy, flow
rate, pressure force and flow depth were derived.
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flume was used for the simplicity of analysis
and considering the laboratory facilities.

Introduction

Hydraulic jump is a phenomenon that occurs
when the flow changes suddenly from
supercritical to slow moving sub critical state.
Experimental evidence suggests that flow
changes from supercritical to sub critical state
can occur very abruptly through a hydraulic
jump. Sufficient theoretical aspects and
equations are available for describing stationary
state hydraulic jumps where jump parameters
do not change with time. Often hydraulic
jumps occur in field condition are not
stationary. Due to various hydraulic structures
such as control gates, weirs, sluice gates and
culverts moving hydraulic jumps can be seen
during their normal operation. The hydraulic
parameters of the jump vary with the time.
Also incident of moving jump occurs in events
where obstructing structures are placed along
the channel due to the unsteady flow
conditions. These occurrences suggest the
importance of the further studies to obtain
sufficient knowledge on moving hydraulic
jump. An analytical approach to study the
hydraulic behaviour of the moving hydraulic
jump has not been successful. Therefore any
studies related to moving hydraulic jumps need
to be studied based on laboratory experiments
followed by data analysis. This paper presents a
laboratory study conducted to investigate the
correlation among hydraulic parameters of
moving hydraulic jump in a rectangular flume.
Even though most of the channels in the real
practise are trapezoidal in shape, a rectangular
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Experimental Procedure

The flume having a rectangular cross section
with width 0.3 m, depth 0.3 m and length 12 m
was used for the experiment. A constant head
tank was used to supply the water continuously
through a recirculation path. The experimental
setup is shown in Figure 1.
The study was conducted in two stages; the
first stage of the experiment was dealt with the
stationary hydraulic jumps and the second
stage with moving hydraulic jumps. A sluice
gate positioned at the head of the channel and a
tail gate were used to generate hydraulic jumps
in the channel. A rectangular grid was fixed on
the glass side wall of the channel in order to
measure the distances along the channel and
corresponding water levels during the
experiments.
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Figure 1: Experimental set-up
were recorded for each 10 mm increment in
upstream water depth (Y3). The schematic
diagram of the sluice gate is shown in Figure 2.
The momentum equation is applied to
stationary jump to derive a functional
relationship for bed friction (F):

During the first stage of the study stationary
hydraulic jumps were generated in the flume
by adjusting the opening sizes of the sluice gate
to 30 mm, 40 mm and 50 mm while keeping the
same tail gate level. For each gate opening size,
the water depth upstream of the sluice gate was
increased in 10 mm steps by increasing the flow
rate in the channel from 8 l/s to 26 l/s using the
control valve. Once the steady state analysis
was completed, the moving hydraulic jump
was formed for the same flow range by
changing the control valve gradually. This
moving jump was recorded by two video
cameras. Then the required data such as, water
level upstream of the sluice gate and super
critical and sub critical depths, position of the
jump, length of the jump and the time taken to
reach the corresponding upstream depth were
recorded by digitizing the recorded video.

3.0

1 2 1 2
γY1s − γY2 s − F = ρq(V2 s − V1s ) …. . (1)
2
2
Using the continuity equation;

q = V1Y1 = V2Y2 ;V2 =

V1Y1
…………….. . (2)
Y2

Combining Eqns.(1) and (2),

F=

ρg (Y12s − Y22s )
2

−

ρq
b

(V2 s − V1s ) ……..(3)

where, subscript 1 denotes supercritical section
and 2 denotes subcritical section, subscript s
denotes stationary hydraulic jump condition, YFlow depth, V- velocity of the flow, ρ-density of
water, Q- flow rate and Fr- Froude number. The
variation of bed friction (F) with flow rate (Q)
and flow rate (Q) Vs position of the jump toe
(Xjs) are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.

Results

3.1 Stationary Hydraulic Jump
The flow parameters such as discharge (Q),
supercritical depth (Y1s), subcritical depth (Y2s),
position of the jump toe (Xjs) from the sluice
gate, supercritical and subcritical flow velocities
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Figure 2: The schematic diagram of sluice gate and hydraulic jump

3.2 Moving Hydraulic Jump
Three different hydrographs were plotted for
each opening size (30 mm, 40 mm and 50 mm)
at the upstream sluice gate. Figure 5 shows the
recorded flow hydrographs.

.
Figure 3: The variation of bed friction (F) with
flow rate (Q)

Figure 5: Recorded flow hydrographs for
different gate openings
In order to present the results, moving
hydraulic jump variables are listed as follows;
supercritical depth (Y1u), subcritical depth (Y2u),
specific energy at the downstream section (E2u),
flow rate at the gate (Qg), flow rate at the
downstream section (Q2u), pressure force at the
downstream section (Fp2u) and density of water
(ρ). The subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the variables
associated with supercritical flow upstream and
subcritical flow downstream of the moving
jump while, subscripts s and u denotes the
stationary and unsteady flow conditions,
respectively. The relationship between E2u and
E2s can be obtained using the energy equation
as follows;

Figure 4: Position of the hydraulic jump
(Xj) Vs Flow rate (Q)
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E 2 s − E 2u = Y2 s − Y2u +

1
(V22s − V22u ) .... ..(4)
2g

Then the task is to find out an empirical
formula to estimate the flow rate at the
downstream section (Q2u). For this purpose a
graph is plotted for specific energy difference
(E2u - E2s) against depth difference (Y2u -Y2s) as
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: The variation between specific
energy difference (E2s – E2u) and depth
difference (Y2s – Y2U)
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From the above graph
relationship was obtained;

the

following
(b)

E 2 s − E 2u = 0.608(Y2 s − Y2u ) …………….. (5)
Then, substituting the terms for Eq. (3.5) from
Eq. (3.4) gives;
ϭ͘ϬϮ

1
Y2 s − Y2u +
(V22s − V22u ) = 0.608(Y2 s − Y2u )
2g

Y22s

− 7.691b 2 (Y2 s − Y2u ) ………. (6)
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Using the above equation Q2u values for
different opening sizes were calculated. Once
Q2u was obtained the relationship between
moving hydraulic jump parameters were
obtained. The variations are shown in Figure 7.
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(c)

Then applying the momentum equations for
the control volume;

ρ ⎛⎜ Q22u

Q g2 ⎞
⎟ ………. (7)
F p1u − F p 2u − F = 2
−
b ⎜⎝ Y2u Y1u ⎟⎠
2
ρgY1u2
ρ ⎛⎜ Q22u Q g ⎞⎟
F p 2u =
−F− 2
−
……. (8)
2
b ⎜⎝ V2u Y1u ⎟⎠
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relative depth difference {(Y2s – Y2U) / Y2u} for
all the flow rates (see Figure 7 (b)). Since the
downstream flow rate for moving jump is
different from that of the stationary jump for
the same upstream flow depth there is a
specific energy difference. That difference is
related to the difference in subcritical water
depths͘ Specific energy ratio (E2u / E2s)
decreases with flow rate ratio (Qu/Qg) for each
opening sizes (see Figure 7 (c)).
Pressure force at the downstream section (Fp2u)
increases with flow rate (Q2u) for all the flow
rates. Specific energy ratio (E2u / E2s) has a
linear variation with depth ratio (Y2u/Y2s) for all
the flow rates (see Figure 7 (d)). This result can
easily be interpreted if the derivation of Energy
Equation is considered, because specific energy
of a moving hydraulic jump is depending on
Y2U and V2u. There is a small difference between
the values of Y2u and Y2s, V2u and V2s. This small
variation may cause the linear variation.

(d)

Figure 7: (a) Flow rate at the downstream
section (Q2u) against Flow rate at gate (Qg) (b)
relative specific energy difference {(E2s – E2u) /
E2u } against relative depth difference {(Y2s –
Y2U) / Y2u) (c) Specific energy ratio (E2u / E2s)
against flow rate ratio (Qu/Qg) (d) specific
energy ratio (E2u / E2s) against depth ratio
(Y2u/Y2s).

The formula derived for flow rate (Q2u) in the
downstream of moving hydraulic jump is;
Then Fp2u was plotted against Qg for each
opening size, as shown in Figure 8.

Q2 u =

Q g2
Y22s

− 7.691b 2 (Y2 s − Y2u ) ............... (9)

&
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The follwing formula was obtained for
downstream pressure force of moving
hydraulic jump;

F p 2u =

Y ͬ;ůͬƐ Ϳ

ρgY1u2
2

−F−

ρ ⎛⎜ Q22u

b 2 ⎜⎝ V2u

−

Q g2 ⎞
⎟ ... ... (10)
Y1u ⎟⎠

Figure 8: The variation between pressure
forces at the downstream (Fp2u) and Flow rate
at gate (Qg)

4.0

5.0 Conclusions and Recommendation

Discussion

Bed Friction (F) linearly varies with the flow
rate (Q).Flow rate at downstream section (Q2u)
has a linear variation with the flow rate at gate
(Qg). Q2u is approximately equal to Qg for
smaller flow rates whereas it varies linearly for
higher flow rates (see Figure 7 (a)).

A series of experiments were conducted in a
laboratory open channel to derive the
relationship among moving hydraulic jump
parameters. The correlation between stationary
and moving hydraulic jump parameters were
obtained
in
a
non-dimensional
form
incorporating the bed friction of the flume.

Q2u is the most dominant factor which affects
all the other jump parameters of a moving
hydraulic jump. Relative specific energy
difference {(E2s – E2u) / E2u} is proportional to

There were some linear relationships between
jump parameters which was independent of the
gate opening size. Some of the relationships
were non-linear and those were depending on
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the gate opening size. Bed friction varies
linearly with the flow rate. There is a difference
in pressure across the jump front which
changes from hydrostatic value at the gate to a
value higher than that at the downstream. It
was observed that pressure force at
downstream depends on flow rate at the gate,
downstream flow rate, bed friction, super
critical depth and subcritical depth for a
moving hydraulic jump. An empirical formula
for the flow rate at downstream for moving
hydraulic jump was obtained using theoretical
expressions and experimental results.
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